Comprehensive, cloud-based email security

Overview
Email continues to be a critical communication tool. More than 108 billion
business emails are sent and received each day, with that number expected
to surpass 139 billion by 2018.*
With the importance and growth of email, email-borne threats likewise
continue to grow in both quantity and sophistication. At the same time, the
cost to businesses of email downtime is significant. Often without realizing
it, companies amass up to three-quarters of their intellectual property within
their historical email. Given these factors, it is critical that IT administrators
safeguard their end users with a solution for three essential functions to
complement their email hosting platform, namely: multi-layered security;
continuity; and archive.

ControlEmail was designed from
the ground up specifically for
small and medium-sized business

The service is fully rebrandable at every
customer touch point. The service’s

All-in-one email security
ControlEmail provides an integrated and comprehensive solution for email
security, encompassing:
ROBUST DEFENSE AGAINST SPAM AND VIRUSES Multiple spam
and virus engines within ControlEmail – including zero-hour antivirus
protection – protect end users email against email-borne threats.
BUILT-IN CONTINUITY ControlEmail is unique in providing built-in
continuity, along with its core inbound/outbound filtering service, at
no additional charge. If your email infrastructure is offline, the built-in
continuity feature automatically allows end users to continue receiving
and sending messages.
ARCHIVING The integrated, ControlArchive service is a maintenancefree archive solution that can be implemented in minutes and that
can help customers comply with government or industry regulations,
prepare for e-discovery, improve productivity, and protect intellectual
property.
*source: Radicati.com

recurring revenue model, proven high
retention rates, and generous margins
provide partners with an ongoing and
profitable revenue stream.
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